Abstract-In this paper, we address the problem of computing the transport capacity of Wireless Mesh Networks dedicated to Internet access. Routing and transmission scheduling have a major impact on the capacity provided to the clients. A crosslayer optimization of these problems allows the routing to take into account contentions due to radio interferences. We develop exact linear programs and provide an efficient column generation process computing a relaxation of the problem. It allows to work around the combinatoric of simultaneously achievable transmissions, hence computing solutions on large networks. Our approach is validated through extensive simulations. Evolution of the capacity of a mesh network with its parameters, as well as the algorithmic complexity are then discussed. We conjecture that the problem can be solved in polynomial time and that the gateway placement problem is only subject to localized constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are cost-effective solutions for ubiquitous high-speed services [1] . They are selforganized networks with a fixed infrastructure of wireless mesh routers interconnected to provide Internet access to mobile network users. This infrastructure, forming a wireless backhaul network, is integrated with Internet by special routers called mesh gateways (Fig. I) .
The problem of providing full optimization frameworks for WMNs has received significant attention lately. A very important requirement for the network performance evaluation is to maximize its capacity, i.e. the throughput offered to each flow. However, one of the major issue of wireless networks is the capacity reduction due to radio interferences [2] , [3] . Several studies have pointed out a common reduction phenomenon in ad-hoc networks [4] , [5] , [6] . However, WMN gathers traffic in the gateways, leading to bottlenecks around them and a more constrained available capacity per node [7] .
The goal of this paper is to provide models and frameworks determining the optimal theoretical capacity of a WMN. Capacity evaluation with a cross-layer approach is useful to improve the performance of routing protocols and MAC layers. Routing efficiency depends on the problem of allocating the resources of the OSI physical and data link layers. Indeed, interferences between link transmissions clearly impact the routing used to satisfy traffic demands. Similarly, traffic routing determines the traffic flow requirements on each link, according to the achievable capacity of the links.
In order to maximize the capacity, one has to determine an optimal allocation of the shared resources, in particular mesh clients the radio channel available. This allocation is constrained by interferences and contentions around a transmitting node: simultaneous transmissions must be apart from several hops in the network. Contending links share a common channel using a time multiplexing process. Optimal ressources allocation can therefore be related to a link scheduling in order to route a given arbitrary traffic distribution at maximum rate [8] .
The strongest hypothesis of our work is to consider a synchronous network and a time period divided into slots of equal duration. Each link is assigned a set of slots during which it is activated. Each slot is assigned to a set of pairwise non interfering links, leading to a feasible transmission schedule. These sets are called rounds. As far as the set of all possible rounds is exponential, finding an optimal schedule using simple methods is only tractable for small-sized networks. Optimization-based approaches trying to reduce the size of the space of rounds have been proposed [9] in conjunction with approximation algorithms [10] .
Column generation is a prominent technique to cope with large-scale integer programs [11] . When the number of variables is exponential, it provides a decomposition of the problem into different parts. The master program solves the problem for a subset of variables associated to combinatorial structures. These structures are generated by sub-programs called auxiliary programs, selecting new structures that improve the master solution. This technique has already been used to solve the problem where multi-routes, as well as router to multigateway traffic, are forbidden [12] , [13] . Nevertheless, multi- nodes such that there is no link between them. This is depicted in Fig. 2 using a distance-2 binary interference model in which two transmissions do not interfere if there are at least two hops between them. For instance, links Al and A 4 are separated by A 2 and A 3 , they can thus be in the same round. Similarly, one can see that {AI, A 4 } is an independent set of G c since the corresponding nodes are not adjacent.
The scheduling problem consists in determining the round activations during a time period. To ensure that data are sent from the routers to the gateways, all links of a path between the sources and the destinations have to be activated during the time period. Then, an active path with A units of flow on its most constrained link during [1, T] has a flow rate of A/T in permanent regime. Routing at maximum rate then determines a set of paths between the sources and destinations whose links can be scheduled in a minimum period of time.
III. JOINT ROUTING AND SCHEDULING OPTIMIZATIONS
We consider the problem of simultaneously (i) computing paths joining mesh routers to mesh gateways and (ii) selecting rounds in order to route the traffic along these paths with maximum throughput.
A. Node/Arc Formulation
This formulation of the joint routing and scheduling problem, called node/arc formulation, is based on the multijlow problem constraints, with additional scheduling constraints.
Multiflow computes paths between mesh routers (MRs) and gateways (MGs). Multiflow constraints express the injection of traffic d; by MR r into the network that is forwarded without loss by other MRs until its extraction by the MGs. Let f; be the flow sent by r going through link e. Then the capacity of link e is shared by the flows f; going through it.
Scheduling is defined with binary variables a~which indicate if a given link e is activated during slot t of the network period, and Yt which indicate if at least one link is activated at time t. Data are normalized such that a link has a unitary capacity during a slot of the period. Constraints express the contentions between two interfering transmissions. The network period length equals the number of used slots, i.e. slots during which at least one link is selected. A bound on this length is fixed, Tmax, and the set of used slots in the frame [1, Tmax] is minimized.
This leads to the following integer linear program, where r+ (v) (respectively I'" (v) denotes the set of outgoing arcs (respectively ingoing arcs) of node v.
ath routing increases the end-to-end network throughput [14] , and a multi-gateway association results in better capacity and fairness in the network [15] .
The contribution of this work is to present two exact formulations of the routing and scheduling problem in wireless mesh networks (Section III), and compute optimal solutions by using a column generation process where both paths and rounds are generated in auxiliary programs (Section IV). This opens the door to more realistic generations operated, as for an example, by event-driven network simulations. This process is validated through extensive simulations. Capacity evolution and algorithmic complexity of the problem are discussed (Section V). In the next section, we present the optimization problem of routing and scheduling transmissions in a wireless mesh network.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND ASSUMPTIONS
The fixed infrastructure of the WMN is modeled by a directed graph G = (V, E) of N nodes representing mesh points. Each device has a single interface allowing to send or receive packets on the only channel available. This channel is therefore shared between all the nodes. The set of vertices V is decomposed into two non-intersecting subsets: V g is the set of mesh gateways and V r the set of mesh routers that do not interact directly with Internet. Each router r of V r has a demand d; to send to the gateways, corresponding to the aggregated traffic of the mobile clients connected to it.
In the following, the network is assumed to be synchronous. We focus on the steady state of the network, which is therefore periodic with a period duration T. The communication protocol is a slotted TDMA multiplexing. Computing an optimal allocation of the slots to the links taking radio interferences into account refers to the throughput provided to each router. This throughput corresponds to the ratio of the volume of data sent during a period over T, the duration of the period.
To ensure transmissions, during a time slot, links activated have to be pairwise interference-free. The structure of these sets thus depends on both the MAC layer of the network and the radio interferences. The MAC layer CSMAICA implemented in IEEE 802.11 uses RTS/CTS messages for a pair of nodes to reserve the channel and transmit. Many interference models have been developped on top of CSMAICA. They are called binary models, meaning that two nodes can either always or never transmit simultaneously unless they communicate together [16] . These binary models can be represented by a conflict graph G c = (V c , E c ) , where a node inc orresponds to a link of E in G, and a link between two nodes of~exists if and only if the corresponding links are interfering in G. Let I (e) be the set of links interfering with e of E in the network. Given a binary interference model, a set s~E in G is called a round and contains pairwise non-interfering transmissions that can be active at the same time: s~E, Vel, e2 E s, el i I(e2) and e2 i I(el). In the conflict graph, a round actually corresponds to an independent set, or stable set. Recall that an independent set of a graph is a subset of
Column generation is a primal/dual process for solving linear programs with an exponential set of variables.
The Considering a solution, optimal for restricted sets of paths and rounds, the resulting optimal dual variables define weight functions on the nodes and links of G. They are given as
L fp a; V'r E Vr (9) pEPr In this new formulation, the number of constraints is strongly reduced because flow conservation and round construction constraints are no longer necessary; it is hard coded into the structure of the combinatorial variables. Only capacity constraints (8) and demand constraints (9) are expressed.
Conversely, the number of variables is now exponential. Indeed, it exists an exponential number of paths between a pair (source, destination) in the graph, as well as possible rounds. Therefore this formulation cannot be manipulated with the whole set of variables when the size of the network grows.
Column generation is made for coping with large sets of variables, thus avoiding the enumeration of all the possible variables as described below.
weighting to be fractional instead of integer, one can keep the fundamental structure of the original problem in an effective relaxed scheme.
Each round s can be selected as times during the network period. In the relaxed problem, as becomes the duration of the round selection. Only one round can be selected at a time, hence the sum of the round activation durations equals the period length, which is to be minimized. Recall that routing at maximum rate in permanent regime is to select paths whose links can be scheduled in a minimum period of time. The capacity of a given link is then given by the sum of the activation durations over the rounds containing the link.
Similarly, one can introduce a set of paths instead of the multiflow constraints on links. The routing problem thus becomes a selection of the set of paths carrying the flows. Let P r be the set of paths going from router r to the gateways and fp the amount of flow on path p E Pro P = UrP r denotes the set of all paths, and S the set of the rounds.
The routing and scheduling problem is written as follows. This integer linear formulation has a lot of binary variables and generates thousands of constraints. This combinatorial hardness makes the problem intractable for topologies with more than twenty nodes. Some optimal results have been found for the joint routing and scheduling problem with a dual objective function on small topologies in [17] .
In order to tackle larger topologies, we introduce another approach using a relaxation of the problem.
B. Path/Round Formulation
A continuous relaxation of the node/arc formulation would be irrelevant since the round structure is deeply dependent on the binary form of the a~variables. As for an example, one could set all a~to 1/2. Constraints (4) would always be satisfied but this feasible solution is useless to build efficient rounds. This is a very generic assessment where exclusions are expressed by binary variables, like in colouring problems.
We therefore provide another formulation of the problem, where contentions are expressed by variables on combinatorial objects instead of constraints on binary variables.
One can notice that a complete link scheduling is not necessary. Indeed, permuting slots does not change the solution cost. Getting the set of activated rounds in an optimal solution is enough to construct an optimal scheduling, assigning a frame to each round in an arbitrary order. Hence the problem can be reduced to a round weighting problem [10] . By allowing this min Las sES
The two formulations and the centralized column generation process have been implemented using the MASCOPT library developed by team members, and ILOG CPLEX solver.
Tests have been realized on many instances like grids (Manhattan like networks) and general mesh topologies. In the parameters of auxiliary programs which seek paths or rounds violating the dual constraints as detailed below. If such paths or rounds exist, they correspond to new columns that can be added to the master program. The separation theorem claims that solving again the master produces a better solution [18] . The process loops until no such column exists. When reaching this state, the theory of duality claims that both the primal and the dual are optimized.
A. Dual Formulation
In our case, the dual of the master problem involves two constraints corresponding to the path and round variables fp and as. Introducing the dual variables Ye, e E E for links associated with constraint (8), and Xu, U E V r for mesh routers associated with constraint (9) /round   10  1  4271  448  10  3  4069  512  20  1  107515  1147  20  2  103774  1386  20  5  105485  1055  30  1  713571  6684  50  1  20539940  8513 following we present our results on a set of random instances based on n points Poisson process. We have generated topologies with 10 to 100 nodes, on which is either routed a uniform traffic of value 1, or a random i.i.d. traffic between 1 and 20 for each source node. We use the classical distance-2 interference model presented in Section TI. For each topology, we have tested with 1 to njd uniformly spread gateways, where d
is the mean node degree. In the last case, gateways only communicate with their neighbors, in average. These results show common characteristics with tests on other instances. Since the node/arc formulation computes a full slotted link scheduling over time, while the path/round formulation computes a relaxed fractional round weighting, the optimal period length of the latter is a lower bound of the former. As a matter of fact, in any of our test instances, the relaxed period equals the optimal integral one (up to rounding it up). This validate both our approach and the formulation. Preliminary combinatorial results seem to prove this observation up to a small constant in any case. a) Complexity issues: Resolution times for the node/arc and the path/round formulations are presented in Table I . The path/round formulation computes results for big topologies in a few seconds, while the node/arc formulation cannot handle networks larger than few tens of nodes. A more detailed look on the results show that generating the rounds is sub-linear in the network size, but almost linear in the gateways density.
In fact, we conjecture that the problem is polynomial: inside a bounded size contention area surrounding each gateway, one would need to carefully optimize the scheduling. Outside, the linear program would be so loosely constrained that the solutions of fast non-optimal protocol would fit.
In the following, we present our results on the transport capacity of the network.
b) Capacity vs network size: In a data gathering environment with one gateway, previous works have shown that the per-node capacity is decreasing linearly with the network size [10] . Figure 3 confirms this phenomenon with several gateways and networks bigger than 20 nodes. c) Capacity vs gateway density: Linear dependency between capacity and gateway density corresponds to an obvious upper bound, but interferences between gateways could degrade performances. To study this phenomenon, we have (10) (11) where O(p) denotes the source node of path p.
The problem is now to determine if there exists new paths and rounds that violate these constraints and make the objective function of the master program increase.
B. Auxiliary Programs
The column generation process we use for our optimization problem involves two auxiliary programs. Given the dual link variables, the first subproblem aims at finding a weighted path that violates the dual constraint (10) , that is, a path with associated weight lower than the dual variable associated to its source node. Shortest path computation from the routers to the gateways always gives either the most violated constraint, hence a good candidate column to be added, or a proof that all constraints are fit. If relevant, the path is added in the current set of variables of the master program.
Similarly, with the same link weighting, the second auxiliary program computes a set of compatible transmissions with total weight greater than 1, i.e, violating constraint (11) . Computing a maximum weighted independent set of the conflict graph gives a candidate or certify that no constraint is violated.
Note that computing maximum independent sets is N Phard in general graphs. However, simulations give a hint that complexity is not a major issue in the specific case of the weight functions induced by the dual of a concentration flow on the gateways.
• 20 nodes • 30 nodes .. 50 nodes 60 nodes • 70 nodes Capacity vs. network size generic with respect to interference models. We have developed a column generation process that is efficient enough to compute the transport capacity of large scale networks.
We have validated this process on many instances with a classical interference model. Simulations give insights on two key issues of WMN design. We conjecture that computing an optimal routing and scheduling for gathering traffic on a set of gateways can be done in polynomial time, even with a distributed protocol. We also conjecture that one can define the thickness of gateway, a minimal interspace which is necessary and sufficient for the gateway to gather traffic optimally. performances [17] . Simulations moderate this assertion. On one hand, when gateways are too close from each other, simulations show that they actually act as only one: interferences on the links around each gateway merge them and prevent a simultaneous traffic gathering. On the other hand, with a correct placement, even non optimized, wireless mesh networks act efficiently. We conjecture that there exists a minimum interspace between the gateways, that is obviously necessary, but also sufficient, to an efficient traffic flow. This thickness is expected to be explicitely computed on regular topologies, and estimated with binary interference models.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented a cross-layer optimization framework for the joint routing and scheduling problem in Internet-providing wireless mesh networks. This framework is 
